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Partner with CurrencyWave
You may have clients who export products or services or buy materials from
overseas to run their businesses. International payments will undoubtedly form an
integral part of their business model as they move currency across borders in their
day-to-day operations.
CurrencyWave can help your clients reduce the cost of international payments by up to 85%. We do this by giving them
access to exchange rates that are normally only available to larger corporations and financial institutions. Our technology
and lower overheads mean we can pass big savings on to your clients.

Why refer my clients?
You will probably have clients using a bank for
foreign exchange, so you can introduce them to a cost
saving solution and receive an additional revenue
stream for transactions they are already performing.
This is a simple way of bringing added value to your
client relationships, with a proposition that is
straightforward and an easy win from the client’s point
of view.
What type of clients can I refer?
Our service can be used by limited companies, LLPs,
PLCs, sole traders, as well as individuals. The platform is
available to customers in virtually all countries around the
world, with a few limited exceptions.
Currency management solutions
We offer currency Spot rate and Forward rate
transactions, as well as currency management solutions
including limit orders, stop loss orders and a global
collections account. Your clients can use our services to
manage currency risk within their business, through the
use of forward currency contracts.

Benefits of becoming a Partner
You can enhance the existing services you offer your
clients with a minimum of time and effort on your
part. We take care of all the client onboarding and
transactional processes, so you can benefit from a hassle
free recurring income stream. We pay you a share of the
revenue derived from your referred clients in perpetuity
from the time they sign up.
Free currency payments review
To demonstrate to your clients the cost savings that are
possible, we can undertake a free, no obligation review of
their past currency payments and compare them to those
which could have been made using CurrencyWave.
Secure payments platform
Security of client funds is paramount. Our payment
services provider, The Currency Cloud, is authorised by
the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) under the Electronic
Money Regulations 2011 for the issuing of electronic
money and the provision of payment services with FCA
registration number 900199. All client funds are held in a
segregated bank account with Barclays plc.

CurrencyWave is committed to supporting the global growth ambitions of
small and medium-sized businesses, by giving them transparent pricing and
marketing leading exchange rates.
The growth of digital based industries and the expansion of global commerce has resulted in a big increase
in the number of small and medium sized companies doing business on the world stage. However, when it
comes to international payments, firms are being held back by legacy banking systems which were designed
to serve large corporations and not the dynamic requirements of smaller and more agile companies.
More than ever before, it is important that your clients choose the right solution for their international
payments and one that can best serve their customers, their supply chain and operational needs, in the most
cost-effective manner.

Key Benefits:
Significant cost saving benefits to your clients,
to help improve their profit margins
Generate an additional recurring income
stream, with minimal involvement
Access to market-leading exchange rates, with
transparent pricing
Currency risk management solutions
24/7 access to the payments platform
Fast payments of over 35 currencies to 212
country destinations
Secure and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA)

The platform already supports over £1bn of currency transfers per month.
Banks are not the only option for converting and moving money across borders and many businesses now
use specialist brokers such as CurrencyWave. We provide the security and reliability of banks combined with
world class technology more aligned to the business model of SME companies.
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To discuss our partnership opportunities in more
detail, please contact us today and we will be
delighted to answer any questions you may have.
6b Joseph’s Well, Hanover Walk, Leeds, LS3 1AB, United Kingdom
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